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WJMMARY 
The object of this paper is to present 8 systematic introduction to and several 
interesting applications of a general method of obtaining bilinear, bilateral or mixed 
multilateral generating functiona for a fairly wide variety of special functions in 
one, two and more variables. The m& reaulte, contained in Theorems 2 and 3 below, 
are shown to apply not only to the Beaael polynomials, the claasioal orthogonal 
polynomials including, for example, Hermite, Jacobi (and, of oourse, Gegenbauer, 
Legendre, and Tchebycheff), and Laguerre polynomials, and to their various 
genemlix&ions studied in recent years, but indeed also to such other special functions 
aa the Bessel functions, a claaa of general&d hypergeometric functions, the 
Lr~15cella polynomials in several variablea, and the familiar Lagrange polynomiala 
which arise in certain problems in stat&tics. It is also indioated how these general 
resulti are releted to a number of known resulta soattered in the literature. 
1. INTBODUUTION 
In her 1971 monograph [13] McBride discussed a number of useful 
methods of obtaining generating functions. Every special function, which 
she considered aa the co&Gent set in a bilinear (or bilateral) generating 
* This work was supported, in part, by the Natural Sciences tmd Engineering 
Research Council of Canada under Grant A-7363. 
For a preliminary report on this paper see NO&M Amer. Math. Sot. 26 (1979). 
pp. A213A214, Abstraot # 79T-B48. 
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relationship, belongs to a class of functions (&(z)]n= 0, 1,2, ,,.I generated 
by [17, P. 755, Eq. (1)l 
(1.1) nzo &n,n &n+n(~P=f(~, t){g(& t,p & (4% I)) , 
where m is a non-negative integer, the coefficients Am,,, are arbitrary 
constants, real or complex, and f, g, h are suitable functions of x and t. 
Indeed, the sequence {S&r)}, generated by (l.l), can be specialized to 
obtain a fairly wide variety of other known special functions (and poly- 
nomials) which were not considered by McBride [13]. With this objective 
in view, Singhal and Srivastava [ 171 presented a general class of bilateral 
generating functions for the S,(x) defined by (1.1) and showed how their 
results would easily apply to derive a large variety of bilateral generating 
functions for the Bessel, Jacobi, Hermite, Laguerre and ultraspherical 
polynomials, as well as for their numerous generalizations considered in 
the literature. 
Since the publication of the aforementioned paper by Singhal and 
Srivastava [17], several independent attempts have been made in the 
literature towards generalizations of the Singhal-Srivastava theorem [17, 
p. 7551 in a number of seemingly different directions. Chatterjea ([3] and 
[4]) extends the definition (1.1) to include cases when m is an arbitrary 
complex number and also when the sequence generated depends upon 
two complex variables. Notice, however, that if in (1.1) we replace the 
sequence {Sri(s)) by another sequence {S,*+,(X)), where p is an arbitrary 
complex number, and set 
(1.2) Am,w = AZ+m,n, f@, 4 =f*@, t){g@, q-“, 
then (1.1) assumes the form: 
(1.3) ;. AZ+,,, Q+m+n(Wn =W, t){g@, t)}-‘-” q+n, (h(z, q) , 
or equivalently, 
which is a generating relationship of the type considered by Chatterjea 
([3] and [4]). Th us, Chatterjea’s extensions ([3, p. 117, Proposition I] and 
[4, p. 2, Theorem II]) are derivable by merely applyingt the Singhal- 
Srivastava theorem [17, p. 7551 to the sequence (&$+&))Eo, where p 
is an arbitrary complex number. {As a matter of fact, Proposition I in 
Chatterjea’s paper [3] is essentially the same as the main result (Theorem 
II) in his subsequent paper [4].} 
t See &o the review of S. K. Chrttterjea’e paper [3] in Zentd. Math. 343 (1977). 
pp. 160-161, # 33012 (by J. P. Singhal). 
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Some non-trivial generalizations of the results of Singhal and Srivastava 
[17] (to hold for sequences of functions of one and more variables) have 
appeared in the works of Srivastava and Lavoie [ 181, Carlitz and Srivastava 
[2], and Panda [14]. We recall here one of the main results, due to Srivas- 
tava and Lavoie [18], in the following form : 
THEOREM 1 (Srivastava and Lavoie [18, p. 319, Eq. (107)]). Cowe- 
spending to the function8 S;(x), generated by (1.4), let 
where q is a positive integer, and v is an arbitrary complex number. 
Then 
I Nf$o ~~+,(x)T~,Ay)tn=f*(x, t)(g(x, t)}-” (1.6) - - E6.JWc 0, y{tlg(x, WI, 
where T&(y) is a polynmial of degree [n/q] in y de@& by 
Theorem 1 and its generalization to sequences of functions of r variables, 
given subsequently by Panda [ 141, can be specialized to yield all of the 
results of Chatterjea ([3] and [4]). Proposition I in Chatterjea’s paper [3, 
p. 1171, which indeed is the same as the main result in his latter paper 
[4, p. 2, Theorem II], follows from Theorem 1 in its special case when 
v = m and q = 1, while his other result [3, p. 118, Proposition II] corresponds 
to the special case of Panda’s theorem [14, p. 28, Eq. (5)] when v=m, 
q=l and r=2. {S ee also the Srivastava-Lavoie theorem [ 18, p. 316, 
Theorem 21 which, when r = 2 and q = 1, can be applied to derive Chatter- 
jea’s result just cited [3, p. 118, Proposition II] in a manner analogous 
to the aforementioned derivation of Chatterjea’s results [3, p. 117, Propo- 
sition I] and [4, p. 2, Theorem II] from the Singhal-Srivastava theorem 
[17, p, 7551.) It may be of interest to observe in passing that Deductions 
2 and 3 in Chatterjea’s paper [3, p. 1261, involving the familiar (two- 
variable) Lagrange polynomials defined by [6, p. 267, Eq. (l)] 
(1.8) f g~~‘(~,y)t~=(l-b)-O(l-yt)-~, 
are contained in a single bilateral generating function (due to Srivastava 
and Lavoie [18, p. 318, Eq. (loo)]) with q=l. 
An interesting generalization of the bilateral generating function (1.6) 
is given by 
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where (and in what follmm) p and v are arbitrary complex numbers, p and q 
are positive integers, and sd,(yl, . . ., y6) d8 a 4W?&-orcCniShing fu?Ktbn of 8 
variabk8 yl, . . . . y#, 82 1. 
Th43?& 
I 
%zo fl:+&, w:;,(yl, ---I y6r; z)t”=f*(s, t){&, t)}-’ 
(1.10) - 
' f$;![h(% t); 911, .**s 316; z{t/g(% t,}*],
where W%(yl, . . . , 2/r ; 2) is a plynome’al of degree [n/q] in z (with coe$icienta 
&~endent 012 91, . . ., y6) &@?d by 
in tepms of t7be AZ., occuwing in (1.4). 
REMXRIC 1. For .s = 1, the bilateral generating fun&ion (1.10) can at 
once be rewritten in the form: 
(1.14) *rbG y, t1= nzo %w+,@) q4+ptw”, WZO, 
&(y)#O is an arbitrary function of y, I, and q are positive integers, and 
p and v are arbitrary oomplex numbers. 
REMARK 2. Yet another interesting special form of the bilateral 
generating function (1 .lO) would occur when the multivariable function 
sa,(Yl, . . . . y6), a>1 
can be expressed as a suitable product of several simpler functions. We 
omit the details involved in deriving such multilateral generating relations 
for the functions S;t(s) defined by (1.4). 
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2. PROOF OF THEOREM 2 
If we substitute for the polynomials II?$,,(yl, . .., yr ; z) from (1 .ll) into 
the left-hand side of (1. lo), we shall get 
by interchanging the order of the double summation involved. 
The inner series can be summed by appealing to the generating relation 
(1.4), with p replaced by Y+ qk, and we thus obtain 
Now we interpret this last illfinite series by means of the definition 
(1.9), and the second member of the bilateral generating relation (1.10) 
follows at once. 
This evidently completes the proof of Theorem 2 under the hypothesis 
that the double series involved in the first two steps of our derivation 
are absolutely convergent. Thus, in general, Theorem 2 holds true for 
such values of the various parameters and variables involved for which 
each member of Equation (1.10) has a meaning. 
3. FURTHER QENRRALILATIONS OF THEOREM 2 
Consider a set of functions d&i, . . . . zr) of r variables zr, . . . . G, and 
of order p, generated by [14, p. 28, Eq. (3)] 
where p is an arbitrary complex number, the yP.,,, nr 0, are suitable 
constants, and 8, 4, yr, . . . . pp* are suitable functions of zi, . .., x,. and t. 
The method of proof of Theorem 2 can be applied mututis 9nutandis 
to derive the following generalization which would evidently yield bilateral 
(and, of course, multilateral) generating relations for a fairly wide variety 
of sequences of functions of several variables. {See Remark 2 above.) 
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THEOREM 3. Par the function8 d,(xl, . . . . *) defined by (3.1), let 
(!q,$[Xl, . . . . 3%; y11, ***s yss; t1 
(3.2) 
I - 
= nzo &%+u&1, me*, ~t@p+,(yl, . . . . ys)t”, dp# 0, 
where j4 and v are arbitrary complex numbers, p and q are positive integers, 
and rR,(yl, . . ., y8) is a non-vanishing function of s variables ye, . . ., ya, s 2 1. 
Then 
ngo A.+&& .**, ~r)R$AYlt *-*t Y8i at” 
(3.3) =8(z1, . . . . xr; t){+@l, **a, 8; q- 
when3 E$.Jyl, . . . . y8 ; z) is a polynomial of degree [n/q] in z (with coe&ients 
involving yl, . . ., yd) defined by 
in tern of the constant8 yP,n occuwing in (3.1). 
REMARK 3. Obviously, Theorem 3 would reduce to Theorem 2 in its 
special case r = 1, while the (Srivastava-Lavoie) bilateral generating 
function (1.6), contained in Theorem 1, follows from Theorem 2 and its 
consequence (1.12) when we set 
(35) WY19 . . . . y8) = 1 and &(y) = 1, 
respectively. Other known special cases of our theorems include the main 
results of the recent papers by Chatterjea [5, p. 325, Eq. (1.7)] and Panda 
[l4, p. 28, Eq. (5)]; the former would follow from the bilateral generating 
function (1.12) when p=q=l, ,u=O and v=m, where m is a positive 
integer, and the latter is readily derivable from Equation (3.3) above 
on setting p = 1 and specializing In,(yr, . . . . y,) by means of (3.5). 
4. APPLICAmONS TO FAMIIJAR POLYNOMxALS 
We begin by recalling some familiar instances of generating-function 
relationships of the type (1.1) or (1.4) with p =m. Many of these results 
are fairly well known; they may be found, for example, in the 1971 
monograph by McBride [13]. (Others are readily derivable from known 
results. See alao the recent work [S].} 
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Bessel pdynomid8 : 
(4.1) 
f Ym+r(X, B-m-n, /?)z 
=(l-Xt//?)l-“eXp(t) ym X(l-Xt//I)-l, a-m,/I 
> 
, 
where yn(x, LX, p) denotes the (Krall-Frink) Bessel polynomials defined by 
[ll, p. 108, Eq. (34)] 
(4.2) Y,(x, OT, B)= i: k-o (;) (n+np-2) k! (;) k. 
For the siwle Bessel polynomials y&) defined by 
(4.3) Y&4 = yn(x, 2, 2)s 
we have the relatively more familiar result [13, p. 50, Eq. (12)] 
(4.4) 
1 
nzo Ym+n(X) 5 = (1 - 2Xt)-(m+1)/2 exp (X-l{1 - v( 1 - 2Xt)}) 
*Ym(21VP-24)~ 
&genbauer (or u.ltra.~phetical) polynomials : 
(4.6) z. (“n’“> Pg+n(x)t”i=&l-“-” p”, (y , 
where 
(4.6) n% Am+.(x)$ = e~p (2&-P)El,(x-t). 
Jacobi polynomials : 
1 
2il (T) p~;~-“*B-m-“) (XP 
(4.7) 
= 1+*(x+ 1)t 
1 I 1 
a-o 1+4(X- 1y 
I 
8-m pg-” 8-W E(x, t) ) 
( > 
where, for convenience, 
(4.8) 6(x, t)=x+A(xz- 1)t; 
(4.9) 1 z. (“n’ “) pg<:-**n (z)t” =(l+tp 1-g5-1l)t i I -&X-@-l pg-m* q(z,t) , ( > 
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where 
(4.11) 
z. (“n’ “> Pg$“-“‘(z)t” 
( 1 
-Cl-@-l 
=(l-t)o-” l-*(Z+l)t Pjp”’ gx, t) , 
( > 
where 
(4.12) [(z, t) = ( s-Q@+ 1)t) ( 1 -&x+ 1)t )-‘. 
Laguerre polyrwmiah : 
(4.13) 5 m-y L~~,(z)t”=(l-t)-‘-a-, 
r-o ( > 
-P( - ~)4’(~) ; 
(4.14) 2 
n-0 ( > 
m ,’ n L$c-n) (z)t” = (1 + t)d-O exp ( -&)Lgam) 2( 1 + t) . 
( > 
Now we compare each of the above generating-function relationships 
with (1. l), that is, (1.4) with p = nz, and we are led at once to the following 
interesting applications of Theorem 2: 
COROLLARY 1. If 
1 
E,t@; Yl, --a, ys; t1 
(4.16) 
= f 
+ ym+dx, 0~ -cm B)ln,+, (~1, . . ., yP, an + 0, 
I 
then, for every non-negative integer wb, 
*z. Ym+n@, a 
b 
-71, W@(yl, . . . . y#s; z)q 
I(1-zt[/3)1-a-mexp (t)Aj$[z(l-d/j&l; yl, . . . . ya; ZtQ] , 
VP, q, 8 E (1, 293, a..}, 
where, and throughout this paper, 
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&P&/l/1, . * - , y8) being, a8 before, a non-war&h&g function of 8 variables 
Yl9 . . . . yI, 821. 
COROLLARY 2. If 
(4.18) 4$[X; Yil, ..-, Ys/S; tl= *zO $~w&+Q~+~(~I, . . . . y,)t”, a,#O, 
then, for every non-negative ircteger m, 
COROLLARY 3. If 
(4.20) 4&b; yl, . . . . ?/s; ti= %zo &a”qn~~v2~+m~~l. . . . . YIP, ado, 
then, for every non-negative integer m, 
f = exp (26-4 E’*[x-t; y1, . ..) ys; ztp]. 
COROLLARY 4. If 
(4.22) -4t!&; ~1, . . . . y8s; tl = 5 a, p”,+,(~)s;),+,(y~, . . . . yp, an ~0, 
n-0 
then, for eve y non-negative integer m, 
1 
*5to p”,,&m$b.P(Yl> -*-sYli w 
(4.23) - 
= e -m-ea 4%.(x--4/e; YI, -.., y8: z(t/e)Q 
where, and in what followa, 
(4.24) N$&(yl, . . . . y6; z)= aki&,+#(gl, . . ..g&k. 
and, a-s before, e=v(l - 2zt + t2). 
REMARK 4. For m= 0, this last definition (4.24) would obviously reduce 
to that in (4.17), and we have the equivalence 
(4.25) x;(yl, . . . . ys; 2) = Np,.ta(Yl, ---, 318; 2). 
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REMARK 5. Corollary 4 can readily be specialized to yield the 
corresponding b&&era1 generating functions for the well-known 
Legendre polynomials 
(4.26) P*(x) =E(x), 
and for the Tchebycheff polynomials of the First and seoond kinds: 
(4.27) Z’,(x) =#n ;z {a-‘e(x)), U,(x) =P;(x). 
a 
We omit the details involved. 
OOROLLARY 6. If 
4gx; Yl, **-, %s; t1 
(4.28) 
an # 0, 
thfx, for evey non-negcctive integer m, 
(4.29) &2&q; 
where [(x, t) i8 &$ned, a8 before, by (4.8). 
COROIJARY 6. If 
(4.30) .d$[x; yl, . . . . YSS; t] = 2 68 p~;$+$$‘+,(y~, . . ., y#)t”, a, # 0, 
n-0 
&en, for every non-negative integer 711, 
Pgp(x) N&(y1, . . . . ya; zp 
1 I 
-a-b-1 
=(1+t)O l-ij(Z-1l)t Q*[q(x, t1; Yl, a**, 318; W(l+Vll, 
whme r](x, t) is given by (4.10). 
00R0LTABY 7. If 
4!&; Yl, a.., yr; t1 
(4.32) 
= *go ata P!$!I;“‘(x)Qp+,(yl, . . . . y$“, an #O, e 
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then, for every non-negative integer m, 
Pj&!,,“‘(x) N&(yl, . . . . yar; z)t” 
where 5(x, t) is o?efld by (4.12). 
REMARK 6. Corollaries 5, 6 and 7 are essentially equivalent, since we 
have the familiar relationships [22, p. 69, Eq. (4.1.3)] 
(4.34) P$P’(z) = ( - l)“P$“‘( -z) 
and [cy. cit., p. 64, Eq. (4.22.1)] 
(4.36) pp8-n+) = i$z n~*-C’-B-I-n.B-.) 
( > ( > 
z , 
Indeed, the equivalence of Corollaries 6 and 7 follows immediately from 
(4.34), Corollaries 5 and 7 axe equivalent in view of (4.35), while Corollaries 
6 and 6 can be shown to be equivalent by appealing to both (4.34) and 
(4.36). 
COROLLARY 8. If 
(4.36) 
then, for evey non-negative integer m, 
=(l -q-l--* exp 4.&[x/w-0; Yl, . . ..Yg/s. W(1-VI, 
where, as before, N$&(y~, . . . . ya; z) is defined by (4.24). 
00B0LLAFcY 9. If 
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then, for every non-negative integer m, 
I ngo Lg;:J”‘(s) qg&1, --*I yar; z)t” (4.39) - =(1+t)“exp(-xt) A$&r(1+t);y1, . . ..y.;zH/(l+t)g]. 
REMARK 7. Since [22, p. 103, Eq. (5.3.4)] 
(4.40) V?&rz (0, 1, 2, . ..}. 
this last Corollary 9 can be derived ss the confluent case of Corollary 6 
(or Corollitry 5) when IpI + 00, while Corollary 8 is similsrly derivable 
from Corollary 7. 
REMARK 8. In view of the known relationship cf., e.g., [lS], p. 311, 
Eq- (53) 
> 
(4.41) y&c, a- n, B) =n!( -a~//?)~ Lf-“-“‘(#IT), 
Corollary 9 can easily be shown to be equ$vaZent to Corollary 1 involving 
Bessel polynomials. 
BEMBaK 9. Since [13, pp. 68-691 
(4.42) f;“(z) = (- l)n Lf-“(x) = $ ~,,(a; z), 
Corollsry 9 cttn &ernrttively be at&ted ss follows in terms of the ~~dijied 
Laguerre polynomials g(z) defined by [op. cit., p. 4, Eq. (9)] 
(4.43) (1 - t)-” exp(zt) = 5 f$c)t*, 
n-0 
or the Poisson-Charlier polynomials C&T; a) defined by [op. cit., p. 681; 
see also [22], p. 35, Eq. (231.2) 
> 
(4.44) c&c;&)= 2 (-l)k ; “k k!&, a>o, x=0,1,2 ,.... 
k-0 00 
OOROLLARY 10. If 
1 
4y@;y1, **-, yu;tl 
(4.45) 
= nzo Un f”,+,(S)s2,+,(yl, . . . , ys)tn, Un # 0, 
then, for every non-negata’ve integer m, 
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where the functions G& (yl, . . . , ya; z), n2 0, are given by (4.24). 
OOROLLARY 11. Let 
I 
4,!@; y1, ---, y8; t1 
(4.47) 
= 4 (E)! - cm+cm(a ; +&+,(yl, . . ., ydtn, an # 0, 
where x>O and ci=O, 1, 2, . . . . 
Then, for every non-negative integer m, 
t =(I-tt/xy’xp(t) @$-t; yl, . . . . $/U/s; &‘I, 
where the functions xi(yl, . .., ya; z), 122 0, are dejhd, a.3 in Corollarie8 
1, 2 am-i 3, by (4.17). 
IncidentaJly, these last Corollaries 10 and 11 can be derived directly 
from Theorem 2 by appealing to the generating-function relationships 
(4.49) 5 mn+n f~+,(x)t~=(1-t)-a-V3xp(xt)f”, x(1-t) 
n-o ( > ( > 
and 
(4.60) 2 cm+&; x)5 -(l-t/x)” exp(t) c&x; z-t), 
n-0 
respectively. Indeed, by virtue of (4.42), both (4.49) and (4.60) are rather 
straightforward consequences of the familiar result (4.13). 
(To be colttinzced) 
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